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M-Payment 
Regulatory 
Concerns Concern related details Related RBI Guidelines Impact to M-Commerce Industry

Jurisdiction

1. Should m-payments be subjected 
to VAT or service/goods tax?
2. In case of transactions happening 
across multiple countries, should 
taxation be based on where the 
mobile customer is at the time of 
the purchase, base location of the 
mobile network operator or the 
merchant location?

1. Only such banks which are licensed 
and supervised in and have a physical 
presence in will be permitted to offer 
mobile payment services to residents 
of India
2. The services should be restricted to 
only to bank accounts/ credit card 
accounts in which are KYC/AML 
compliant
3. Only Indian Rupee based services 
should be provided

Limiting transactions to only Res. 
Limitation on Banks based on 
their physical location

Requirements 
from 
Collaborators 
(BCs, Banks)

1. Transaction requirements for 
MNOs
2. Minimum Liquidity Requirements

1. RBI wants to increase financial 
inclusion and has a commitment to 
bank-led model of financial inclusion.
2. A BC can work in a radius of up to 
30
kms from the bank branch (lower 
limits, if the branch is in metro or 
urban areas) and can perform, for all 
practical purposes, all the functions of 
a branch.

RBI has allowed telecom 
companies to operate payment 
cards. This will help the 
companies leverage their reach. 
RBI has, however, made it clear 
that the float from this will not 
accrue to the company but to 
the bank, thereby taking away 
one of the elements of the 
revenue pool

Regulatory Framework



Regulatory Framework

Identity Thefts 1. Possibility of identity theft

RBI insists that BCs still need to 

integrate with banks; thereby 

ensuring KYC and reducing 

possibility of Identity thefts

1. Corporate BCs could 

misuse customer related 

information for their

own commercial interests.

2. This may provide incentive 

for Banks only to partner with 

BCs who are well known and 

established

Commercial 

Thefts

1. Laws to address m-payment 

theft and fraud

No Clear rule addressed by RBI 

about Commercial Thefts. 

Considering the approach is Bank 

driven, the normal banking rules 

will apply in this case

This issue needs to be 

addressed well to provide 

confidence to customers to 

adopt m-commerce

Money 

Laundering

1. Mandate customer and 

transaction recording and 

maintain history.

2. Concerns about maintaining 

privacy of such transactions at 

the bank, MNO level

RBI prescribes that banks are 

required to frame their KYC 

policies incorporating the following 

four key elements: 

(1) customer acceptance policy; 

(2) customer identification 

procedures; (3) monitoring of 

transactions; and (4) risk 

management

1. Know your customer (KYC) 

helps in tackling money 

laundering and terror activity 

funding to some extent, but at 

the same time will reduce the 

growth of m-commerce.

2. KYC requirement holds 

even if the amount is as small 

as Rs.1000



Eligibility
 Only Banks which are licensed, Supervised and have a physical presence in

India with core banking facility will be permitted to offer mobile banking
services

Regulatory Compliances
 Services restricted only to customer and/or holders of debit /credit cards
 Only INR based domestic services are allowed
 Cross border Inward and outward transfers are strictly prohibited
 Risk and Controls in computer and Telecommunications Compliance
 Compliance of “Know Your Customer (KYC)”, “Anti Money Laundering

(AML)” , Combating the Financing of Terrorism (CFT ) and Suspicious
Transactions Report (STR)

 No end-to-end encryption up to Rs.5000/-
 Daily Cap of Rs.5000/- for fund transfer and Rs.10000/- for P2B
 24x7 settlement for Interbank fund transfer
 Must ensure appropriate Security Standards
 Must support any network operator mobile customers
 Customer grievances

mBanking guidelines Highlights



Domestic Money Transfer - Scheme’s
 Cash Pay out Scheme: Remittance for banked to unbanked population

transfer up to Rs.10000/- per transaction subject to an monthly cap of
Rs.25000/- per beneficiary

 Cash Pay in Scheme: Remittance for unbanked to banked population. Can
transfer up to Rs.5000/- and monthly cap of Rs.25000/- per remitter

 Card to Card Transfer: Funds transfer among domestic debit/credit/pre-
paid cards subject cap of Rs.5000/- per transaction and monthly cap of
Rs.25000/-

Regulatory Compliances
 Must ensure robust system of safeguards and risk analysis
 Compliance of “Know Your Customer (KYC)”, “Anti Money Laundering

(AML)” , Combating the Financing of Terrorism (CFT ) and Suspicious
Transactions Report (STR)

 The maximum value of the prepaid instrument is Rs.50000/-
 Real/near real time settlement
 Inter-bank settlement must routed through RBI approved channel
 Banks/Non-banks can charge reasonable fees
 Customer grievances

.

Domestic Money Transfer guidelines Highlights
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